Business process management is a common approach of analyzing evolution and formulation of process models. But it is inevitable to come about the change problem of process models in BPMN, so that quickly and accurately seeking the change region of process models is the key thing of BPMN. Existing research is mainly dependent on the target model, and seeks the change region of process models by fixing the observation points. However, on the one hand, this way needs to compare with the target model. On the other hand, by static analysis, it can not quickly and accurately seek the change region of process models. In this paper, firstly, module decomposition and behavioural relation of module are analyzed based on Petri net and behavioural profile, without building the target model, thus avoid the inaccuracy of seeking the change region by comparing the models. Secondly, by dynamic search, this paper presents a novel way to seek the change region of process model and confirm the minimal change region of process model. Finally, this method is valid by theory and example analysis.
Introduction
With the improvement and development of scientific technology, the field of business process is increasingly wide and analytic requirements of business process model are more and more high. Different purposes of process modeling can produce different business process model, even in the same business environment. In these process models, some can well depict and complete the purpose of modeling, but some will go wrong. Therefore, to solve the change problem of process model is the key thing in process modeling.
At present, the main methods to solve the change problem of process model are analysis linguistics and behavior of the process, comparing process consistency or similarity between process models, establishing constraint model and language, etc. Based on trace equivalence, [1] presented an equivalent standard to compare syntax and semantics between process models for seeking difference. Then, to manage changes between utilized synchronous theory based on aligned differently abstract levels of process models, [2] process model. But its practical universality needed to be further improved. On the basis of the behavior profile, [3, 4] fixed a change point of process model to seek the change region of its matching process model by the behavioural standard of matching behavioural pairs. But to look for the accurate change region was not considered. In UML, [5] depicted that using process profile to fix the starting observation and considering inconsistent dependence, confirmed the difference. But this method had limitation. On this basis, [6] has not only better improved the method in [5] , but also has defined constraint standards of consistency based on objective constraint language (OCL) and unified modeling language (UML). At the same time, it presented a new way that was agent-oriented to adjust change. In [7] , firstly, it introduced functional models and physical models. Then it analyzed changes between parts based on matrix. Finally, to seek design conflicts in the design stage depended on the spread of these changes. For identifying mixed changes, [8] used EPC semantics to conclude eight types of changes who would occur. The above researches mainly compare the certain target model with it matching process model to find the change region. In confirming the change region, they mainly choose the fixed observing point to seek the change region or the suspected change point. The results obtained in these static studies have blindness and uncertainty.
According to existing researches, this paper introduces a novel method that is behavioural analysis of module, to confirm more accurate change region in process model. Behavioural analysis of module is that performs modular decomposition of process model itself and analyzes the relationships between modules to determine change region. So it gets ride of obtain inaccurate change region, comparing with the complex and uncertain target model. In addition, this way can get accurate change region by dynamic analysis and observing different nodes, improving the disadvantage of prior mentioned static study. First of all, in process modeling, the motivative example shows the importance of seeking change region, when change in activities is uncertain. Then, to solve this problem presents modular decomposition of process model based on the definition of module and behavioural profile. Finally, to obtain more accurate change region, it analyzes change modules according to the behavioural relationship between modules, based on dynamic search and observing all output transitions of modules in process model.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces a motivate example. Section 3 gives some elementary notion. In section 4, a novel way to seek change region is presented and the motivate example is analyzed. Conclusion of this paper is in section 5.
Motivative Example
Example: in an online shopping mall, a customer discovers his receiving address is wrong after the order submitted successfully and payment finished. So he modifies the order. However, the system requires the customer to cancel the original order in the beginning, then renewedly finishing the order. In this operation, it often comes about this case: when the customer chooses payment again, the system informs the customer of non-payment (because the price is unchanged in renewed operation, the system should go all right). After analysis, there exist problems between refundment of the old order and payment of the new order. Here analyzes the system based on Petri net and Fig. 1 is the part Petri net model of the customer shopping in the online mall.
After analyzing the Fig. 1 , the Petri net model of this shopping system is correctness, and can be terminated. But it will come about unexpected problems in actual implementation. It needs to solve whether there exists the problem of change region in Petri net model.
Based on existing research, the method to solve this problem in [3] has two steps: firstly, the target model is built and markets their matching transitions; secondly, a change transition as the observing point is added to the target model, and then gets the suspected change region in the dashed area of Fig. 2 . However, it is inaccurate according to the dashed are of Fig. 1 . To solve this problem, it should insert a transition who can inform the customer of successful payment between "Transaction success" and "Payment success". Consequently, to identify accurately the change region of process model, this paper puts forward a new method without target model. Especially, seeking the change region of process model uses the dynamic study.
Basic Definitions
This section focuses on the concept related to this paper closely, and other concepts see [9] .
Definition 1(Petri net). A tuple N = (S, T ; F) is a Petri net or a net, if
1.
Petri net can clearly and accurately depict the process of business process model, with its related notions in [10] . In order to understand the behavioural relationship between nodes in process, here introduces behavioural profile as follows. The set B P = {→ P , + P , P } is the behavioural profile of N = (S, T ; F).
Due to the special relationship between a pair of transitions (x, y) ∈ (T × T ), this paper gives the notion of the order relations graph.
Definition 3(Order relations graph). Let B P = {→
P , + P , P } is
the behavioural profile of Petri net N = (S, T ; F). A tuple r = (T, E) is the order relations graph of N, if it satisfies the following conditions: 1.T is the set of node, that is the set of all transitions in N = (S, T ; F); 2.E is the set of edge, corresponding to the order relation between nodes.
For instance, Fig. 4 is an order relations graph of Fig. 3 . It clearly illustrates the order relation between transitions. Further more, to obtain more accurate change region of process model, this paper gives the notion of change region. On the basis of these notions, this paper adopts the definitions of Petri net and its behavioural profile, presenting a new method to study change region of process model.
Identifying change region of business process model based on Petri net

Background
Modular decomposition theory stems from the research of Gallai on transmitting direction [11] . This method is often applied in the diagram, 2-structure, classification and so on, in [12, 13, 14, 15] . With the development of technology, this way is commonly used in process model. For example, in constructing the abstract model of business process model, [9] presents a way to build it after using modular decomposition of the original business process model. Visibly, decomposition of process model is not only clearly showing the relationship of pairs of activities, but also can get process model by combination of module.
Because modular decomposition can refine the process model, there exist behavioural relations in internal module and between modules. This paper firstly presents a method of modular decomposition and then analyzes the behavioural relations in modules to identify the change region. Its advantages are that avoid the shackles of the target model, and get more accurate change region with increasing accuracy.
Consequently, combining with the advantages of modular decomposition, this section starts with introducing the elementary notions, and then analyzes the behavioural relationships between modules. Finally, change region is obtained by using this way.
Definition 5(modular decomposition). Let r = (T, E) is
an order relation graph.
1.M is a module, if M
= / 0, M ⊆ T , then ∀x, y ∈ M, z ∈ (T /M),it holds (x, z) ∈ E ⇔ (y, z) ∈ E and (x, z) ∈ E ⇔ (z, y) ∈ E
2.M is a trivial module, if it meets M = / 0 or M = T or M = {t} ∈ T . 3.M is a simple module, if there does not exist M
Modular decomposition is a tuple MG r = (Ω , X), such that Ω is a set of all simple modules and X : Ω → ρ(Ω ) is a function.
According to this definition, there exist relations between modules. So the definition of behavioural profile of module is given.
Definition 6(behavioural profile of module). Let N = (S, T ; F) is Petri net, and its set of non-trivial modules is Ω . A pair of modules (M, N) ∈ (Q × Q) can be in the following profile relations:
1.The order relation ⇒ P , such that ∀x ∈ M, y ∈ N it holds (x, y) ∈ E and (y, x) ∈ E.
2.The parallel relation P , such that ∀x ∈ M, y ∈ N, it
holds (x, y) ∈ E and (y, x) ∈ E. 3.The circular relation P , such that ∀x ∈ M, y ∈ N, it holds (x, y) ∈ E and (y, x) ∈ E.
The set of MB P = {⇒ P , P , P } is behavioural profile of module of N = (S, T ; F).
In Fig. 5 , M 1 , M 2 and M 3 is the order relation. M 1 and M 2 is the parallel relation. In addition, the circular relation of module is performed between M 1 and M 2 in Fig. 6 .
To better reflect the change region of modules, change module is introduced. 
Definition 7(change module). Let N = (S, T ; F) is Petri net and the set of simple modules is Ω . If a change region is the module M
1 , M 1 ∈ Ω is a change module.
Algorithm
For identifying the minimal change region, this section gives two algorithms.
Algorithm 1: locate the change region based on module.
Input: a Petri net N = (S, T ; F) with its first transition t 0 and its terminal transition t N , N = |T |, its behavioural profile B P = {→ P , + P , P } its order relation graph r = (T, E) with the set of all non-trivial simple modules Ω , its behavioural profile of module MB P = {⇒ P , P , P }. With M 1 , M 2 ∈ Ω , the set of normal modules M n and the set of change modules M r , its relational function τ :
Output: M r , the set of suspected transitions T 0 and change region W .
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(1) Choosing t N as the observing node, if N = (S, T ; F) can run to the end, returns to the step (2); otherwise, exits the system. (2) According to definition 3, the order relation graph r = (T, E) is given, and then obtains Ω by the partitions of N = (S, T ; F) based on modular decomposition according to definition 5. (3) Transitions t 1 ,t 2 ,t 3 ,t 4 , . . . ,t i−1 ,t 
1) then (x, y) ∈ E and (y, x) ∈ E, it holds τ(M 1 , M 2 ) = {⇒ P } ∈ MB P , returns to the step (6); otherwise, returns to (7). 2) then (x, y) ∈ E and (y, x) ∈ E, it holds τ(M 1 , M 2 ) = { P } ∈ MB P , returns to the step (6); otherwise, returns to (7). 3) then (x, y) ∈ E and (y, x) ∈ E, it holds τ(M 1 , M 2 ) = { P } ∈ MB P returns to the step (6); otherwise, returns to (7). (6) Until to the end of the system, puts M 1 and M 2 into M n and then is numbered sequentially; otherwise, returns to the step (4). 
triggered by it, until to the end of the system; otherwise, holds
launching backward enabled transitions and places triggered by it, until to the end of the system; otherwise, holds G 2 = σ i . 3)Let notes change region to be 
Example analysis
For the existing methods, they need to depend on the complex and inaccurate target model, and even require to analyze the fixed observing point, such that it is difficult to seek accurate the change region of process model. To solve these problems, this paper analyzes the behavior of modules. This method avoids dependence on the target model, and gets more accurate change region of process model by dynamic analysis.
For the above example of Fig. 1 , algorithm 1 analyzes the consistency between the behavioural relations of modules and the definition of its behavioural profile, so the dashed part in Fig. 7 shows T 0 and the change region with a dotted border. Then, according to algorithm 2, all occurring sequences in the change region is "Pay for the order, Finish the order, Transaction success", "Pay for the order, Payment, Payment success, Transaction success", and "Pay for the order, Modify the order, Refund, Payment, Payment success, Transaction success". Examining these sequences, the place in the dashed part is used for the condition. Then it launches forward and backward respectively to get enabled transitions and triggered places. The rest may be deduced by analogy and gets G 1 and G 2 in Fig. 8 . Finally, the result is
Based on this way, after analyzing others, the ultimate change region is {Payment success, Transaction success}.
Conclusion
According to the advantages and disadvantages of existing researches on the change region of process models, this paper expects to present a method which can rapidly and accurately seek the change region. And then modular decomposition is introduced based on the definition of order relation graph and module. Furthermore, the definition of behavioural relations of module is given. Finally, this paper presents a novel c 2014 NSP Natural Sciences Publishing Cor. The contributions of this paper are that (1) analyzes the model itself without the target model, for seeking the change region; (2) according to existing knowledge, the behavioural profile of module is defined, expanding the scope of application of behavioural profile, such that it provides the standard of judging the change modules; (3) due to the uncertain of static analysis, this paper observes different input and output transitions to seek the accurate change region by dynamic operation.
By analyzing the behavioural relations of modules, this paper identifies the change region of process model, however, the implementing case of adding token is not considered. This method has limitation.
In future, further work is also studied on the application of behavioural profile of module to seek the change region of process model. For example, the problem of how to apply modular behaviors to analyze the behavioural consistency of internal modules and external modules for identifying the change region is remained to be solved.
